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Abstract: This article examines how a southern African society commemorated colonial genocide by auguring alternative futures. Drawing on the concept of “prophetic memory,” it illustrates how the Herero combined vernacular ideas about freedom and land, Christian eschatology, as well as pan-Africanist ideology to reflect on the Herero and Nama genocide of 1904–1908 between the final years of German colonial rule (until 1915) and Namibia’s subsequent occupation by South Africa. Based on the analysis of the Otjiherero mission newspaper “Omahungi” (“Conversation” or “Stories”) and prophecies by Herero Christians made between 1946–1948, the article shows that pastors, evangelists, and ordinary believers articulated emancipatory, but often diverging, visions of redemption by combining invocations of pioneering Herero converts and biblical as well as indigenous prophets with long-standing notions of slavery and land as well as the rhetoric of Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association and the African Methodist Episcopal Church. The resulting disagreements over how to achieve self-determination contributed to growing opposition to white supremacy and encouraged the founding of independent African churches after 1945. The article shows the lasting impact of the first genocide of the twentieth century as well as the breadth of the registers through which survivors and their descendants remembered its violence.
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Introduction

Genocide not only destroys life, but also affects the ways in which survivors and their descendants express what occurred.1 In this article, I explore this problem among survivors of the first genocide of the twentieth century, which occurred between 1904–1908 in present-day Namibia. In 1904 and 1905, the Herero and Nama rebelled against increasing European encroachment in what was then Germany’s only settler colony. German troops forced both peoples into remote deserts and newly built concentration camps, killing at least one third of them and dispossessing the survivors of their land and livestock.2 In 1915, a South African invasion ended this regime but instituted a second colonial occupation that persisted until
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Namibian independence in 1990. The death of so many people transformed how survivors spoke to each other. In 1939, the Herero evangelist Gottfried Tjiharine, who had survived the genocide and gathered refugees in the Kalahari desert, explained that “[t]he Herero of today … speak Otjiherero starting from 1906.” Tjiharine meant that the genocide damaged the human and material basis that had underpinned pre-war Herero language and cosmology. Given the twin challenges of meaning and continued settler control, how did survivors commemorate what occurred?

I argue that in the decades after 1904, Namibians recalled the genocide by presaging alternative tomorrows. In doing so, pastors, evangelists, and ordinary believers combined long-standing vernacular registers of freedom and land with Christian language as well as novel pan-Africanist ideas of Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) and the African Methodist Episcopal Church (AMEC). Drawing on Jennifer Wenzel’s analysis of the echoes of nineteenth-century Xhosa prophecies, I refer to these practices of recall and revelation as “prophetic memory.” As Wenzel argues, prophecy and memory constitute related rhetorical strategies through which a speaker may address the discontents of the present. Prophetic memory thereby refers to “remembrance of a moment that, viewed retrospectively, offers a glimpse of a future that bears upon the present.” While Wenzel emphasizes the anticolonial potential of this tense, the case of Namibia shows that prophetic memory could serve a range of ideological purposes and refer to events, people, and places. Herero survivors of the genocide and their descendants invoked, spoke as, or embodied biblical figures, pioneering Christians, and indigenous chiefs to console each other, lament the devastation of the genocide, and develop strategies to overcome its legacy, especially the dispossession of their land. After episodes of mass violence, revelatory recollection may suture survivors’ severed sense of time and place through the re-joining of the past and the present in visions of the future.

To understand this process, I analyze how survivors of the genocide and their descendants drew on and developed varying “idioms” of prophetic memory. While the main

3 August Kuhlmann to Ernst Esslinger, Archives of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the Republic of Namibia (ELCRN), Windhoek, VIII.1.11, April 11, 1930, 194. Except where otherwise noted, all translations from Afrikaans, German, and Otjiherero are my own.


6 Ibid., 125. Wenzel distinguishes prophetic memory from “remembered prophecy,” which describes instances of the explicit recall of a past prophecy. With few exceptions, I focus on the former.

categories of Herero prophetic memory—freedom and land—remained stable, the idioms through which Namibians articulated them changed over time, ranging from indigenous concepts of slavery and Christian rhetoric to notions of pan-African solidarity. Those who shaped these idioms included both prophets in the narrow sense—self-proclaimed and publicly recognized individuals who profess knowledge about the past or future—as well as ordinary Herero men and women, evangelists, and pastors who expressed eschatological ideas. At the same time, survivors’ remembrance only went so far in addressing Tjiharine’s challenge of meaning. In the half century after 1904-1908, references to the genocide only surfaced intermittently and often in idioms obscure to outsiders. This is reflected in the frayed structure of the article, which begins with a discussion of the years following the genocide and the 1920s before moving to the decade after the Second World War. Nevertheless, the repeated recourse of the Herero to prophetic memory over this period highlights the efforts of survivors to remember it despite the constraints imposed by continued settler rule.

Historians have shown that Christianity became a source of solace for survivors in post-genocide Namibia. Yet it is still unclear how the faith that over 90 percent of the country’s population ascribes to today shaped the memory of the war after 1904–1908. Studies of Namibia’s colonial period have tended to focus on how millenarian ideas influenced the political struggle for self-determination. By uncovering the shifting idioms of Herero prophetic memory, I highlight the ways in which Namibians have thought about the social, spiritual, and political repercussions of genocide. I do so in the case of members of the Lutheran Rhenish Mission Society, which became the most influential mission in central and southern Namibia after beginning its proselytization among the Herero in 1842. Although I focus on the Herero, Nama communities experienced similar articulations of prophetic memory before and after the war.

8 Anderson and Johnson, “Revealing Prophets,” 17–19.
This Terrible Thirst Field

Indeed, both the Herero and Nama had vernacular traditions of intertwining prophecy and memory. In the nineteenth century, seer-chiefs such as Kamaherero, Kahimemua Nguvauva, and Hendrik Witbooi invoked the ancestors to chart future paths for their communities. Follower of Kamaherero and Kahimemua considered their chiefs soothsayers (ombuke, pl. ozombuke). The power of chiefs rested in part on their role as mediators between the past, embodied by the ancestors, the present, and the unknown future. In addition to chiefs, other individuals could be considered ombuke, although little is known about them. Over time, these indigenous prophetic traditions mixed with Christian ideas. In the 1880s, Herero would have spoken not only of ombuke, omaukiro (prophecy), and okuuuka (to prophesy, foretell) but also about ovaprovete (prophets, sg. omuprovete). According to German missionaries, the Herero considered them ozombuke who could presage the future. By the outbreak of war in 1904, Christians had become an influential segment of Herero and Nama society. Since the founding of the station Otjikango in 1844, the sons of leading Herero chiefs had converted to the new faith. Although these ovachiste (Christians) sometimes faced banishment or ridicule from their non-Christian kin, their knowledge of literacy, spirituality, and Western languages made them influential interlocutors in the shifting power dynamics of nineteenth-century southern Africa.

The genocide devastated these communities. The Herero congregations of Otjihaenena (481 members), Otjosazu (656 members), Otjozondjupa (319 members), and Omburo (230 members) were wiped out. Of the eighty-seven members of Okazeva, Missionary August Kuhlmann could locate only one survivor. Most evangelists stayed with their congregants and thereby became, in the eyes of German colonizers, combatants. Evangelists Josaphat Kamatoto and Eliphas Karamo probably died from thirst while fleeing from colonial troops. Zacharias Kamaituara Kukuri was hanged and Paulus Plaatjie shot by German court-martials. Others, such as Nathanael Kakunde, were shot by free Herero when they tried to convince them to lay down their arms.


17 On the Herero, see Henrichsen, *Herrschaft und Alltag*; on the Nama, see Tilman Dedering, *Hate the Old and Follow the New: Khoekhoe and Missionaries in Early Nineteenth-Century Namibia* (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1997).

The evangelists who survived this nadir took the lead in rebuilding their society. Between 1905 and 1908, evangelists at four mission collection camps gathered about 15,000 surviving Herero, many of whom converted. These conversions resulted from a range of motives. Entering the collection camps promised emaciated survivors access to food, water, clothing, and shelter. But conversion was not just a means to an end. Herero evangelists who preached in the camps enjoyed large interest in their sermons. Herero elders in the Swakopmund concentration camp asked visiting Rhenish Mission Inspector Walther Spieker for a complete translation of the Old Testament because the stories they had heard thus far resonated with their imprisonment.

Although evangelists stood at the frontlines, it is not easy to find traces of how they remembered the war. Some, including Gottfried Tjiharine, disappear from the archival record for the entirety or part of the war, only to re-emerge with no indication of their experience of the conflict. Mission scholar Hans-Martin Milk suggests that for many evangelists, the war’s memories were too painful to dwell on. Erastus Nikanor, who grew up in the household of Missionary Ferdinand Lang, survived the thirst trek through the Omaheke desert and turned himself in at Windhoek in 1905. When Missionary Friedrich Meier asked him about the flight into the desert six years later, he reportedly replied: “Teacher, stop; don’t ask me about this. It was too terrible. I do not want to think about it anymore.”

In Groenfontein in the Transvaal, where war-time leader Samuel Maharero had fled with a group of followers, Herero evangelist Julius Karuiais recalled the exodus during a visit of German missionaries in October 1907. Karuaiisa lamented: “[T]he hardship and misery of the past years have made our souls hungry and thirsty. In the desert, this terrible thirst field, we have left behind droves of Christians, particularly children, as prey for the wild animals that followed our footsteps.” Sometimes, Christians touched on the genocide in their conversion narratives. In 1936, Salomo Kamuzandu remembered that “after the war of the Germans I was imprisoned and experienced much hardship.”
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recollection of the war illustrate what Kerry Whigham has termed the “resonant violence” of genocide, which affects societies decades after the actual events.  

Faced with these painful memories, some evangelists found solace in their faith. During his time in the Omaruru prisoner camp, Samuel Kariko regularly preached Psalm 73, Verses 23–26, to inmates, in which the seer Asaph praises God:

Yet I am always with you;  
you hold me by my right hand.  
You guide me with your counsel,  
and afterward you will take me into glory.  
Whom have I in heaven but you?  
And earth has nothing I desire besides you.  
My flesh and heart may fail,  
But God is the strength of my heart  
And my portion forever.

By reminding listeners of the words of biblical seer Asaph, Kariko articulated a prophetic memory of the Hereros’ eventual redemption. We should not assume that such sermons necessarily resonated among survivors. However, reports of widespread interest in evangelist preaching in missionary camps and Kariko’s repeated use of the Psalm suggest that it struck a chord. While later interned in the Shark Island concentration camp, Kariko preached 54 Isaiah 7, in which God affirms his guardianship over man: “For a brief moment I abandoned you, but with deep compassion I will bring you back.”  

By reminding themselves and other survivors of God’s protection, evangelists sought to console those who had lost everything.

Providing solace to the bereaved through Christian-derived prophetic memories also became a central theme in the mission newspaper Omahungi (“Conversation” or “Stories”). Missionary Ferdinand Lang first published the paper in the central mining town of Tsumeb before the war, during which it ceased publication before re-appearing again from 1910 to 1915 together with its new Khoekhoegowab-language equivalent, the //Gao-Sari-Aob (“Werft visitor”). By 1912, Omahungi had 550 readers compared to //Gao-Sari-Aob’s
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33 F. Lang, Report on mission work in Tsumeb, April 1–March 31, 1911, ECLRN VII.32.2, 210–11. Werft is the Afrikaans term for African homesteads in southern Africa.
According to Lang, if all literate families subscribed to either of the two papers their respective audience would have risen to at least 1,000—a considerable number given the small size of surviving Herero and Nama populations. By the end of 1912, an estimated 83,204 Africans lived in the colony, of whom 21,611 were designated “Herero” in official estimates.

Under German rule, missionaries wrote most contributions and subscribed for a certain number of issues, which they then sold, or freely distributed to, congregation members. Nama catechist Benjamin Kido assisted Lang as typesetter. Before 1914, the paper aided missionaries and evangelists in conducting services by providing them with translated hymns, passages of the Old Testament, and brief reports on recent church conferences. The paper also introduced readers to the work of the Rhenish mission across the world. The majority of articles was either anonymous or credited to German missionaries. At least three were penned Gottfried Tjiharine, the main Herero evangelist (Hauptevangelist) after the genocide. Most of Omahungi’s authors were men, which reflected missions’ tendency to encourage patriarchal hierarchies of knowledge. In analyzing the newspaper, it is important to remember that women equally shaped Namibian debates about the past and the future, whether in oral praises or writing. The commemorative efforts of evangelists such as Tjiharine were therefore only one strand in attempts to reckon with the consequences of genocide.

Omahungi authors did so by casting the life of the Herero in stark contrasts marked by the themes of redemption and eschatology. In 1914, Tjiharine published an article entitled “The world turns like a kudu horn.” The title referenced the well-known Herero idiom Ouje otjivingurura onja johorongo to meditate on the dual nature of the world. The idiom forms
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part of a rich, orally transmitted corpus of figurative language ascribed to the man Tjipangandjara, a mythical poet who is said to have spoken in proverbs. According to scholar of Otjiherero Jekura Kavari, the idiom expresses the ever-changing nature of the world through the image of a Kudu’s two warped horns. Invoking a similar duality, Tjiharine announced: “There are two paths in the world, the path of evil and that of heaven. … We Christians let us take the path of heaven, so that we can live in heaven, which will never perish.” Tjiharine sought to reassure readers that the current suffering in the earthly world was temporary, and that turning toward the Christian God would yield eternal life. By remembering Tjipangandjara, he fused Herero intellectual traditions with Christian eschatology in a prophetic memory of possible redemption after genocide.

Similarly, German missionaries argued that the Herero had to follow the “path of heaven” to uplift themselves from their current state of servitude, which they likened to that of enslaved Africans in the Americas. In April 1915, an article postulated:

In 1732, the black slaves, when they were under the slavery of heathendom in the countries of America, began to be visited by teachers of the gospel. At the end of the year these first missionaries arrived on the island of Saint Thomas in the West Indies. Those farmers did not want that they teach their slaves, and they experienced many hardships.

By likening themselves to missionaries in the slave economies of the Caribbean, German missionaries situated Herero’s defeat in the war of 1904–1908 within a larger history of supposed redemption from heathendom. While Tjiharine drew on Herero intellectual tradition, German missionaries coined prophetic memories by harkening back to the challenges faced by early missionaries and enslaved converts in the eighteenth-century Caribbean.

Missionaries sought to encourage the Herero to think about the genocide in an analogy with the state of enslaved peoples. Like victims of the transatlantic slave trade, they had become enslaved, but they could still free themselves from the supposedly true shackles of heathenism. The Rhenish missionaries vowed to protect the rights of the Herero and work for their emancipation:

At first those faithful were opposed by the people of their community, especially by the slaveowners. But they resisted by furthering the rights of slaves and pleaded very much with the government, so that it would end the capture and abduction of blacks.
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on ships, in which many of them died, after which those who were in the Christian countries would become free after some years.  

It is unclear how Herero congregants interpreted the analogy between the effects of the war and Atlantic slavery. However, the comparison with “slaves” (ovatwa, sg. omutwa) dovetailed with a vernacular discourse of status and would therefore have been at least intelligible to readers and listeners. Before the war of 1904–1908, the term omutwa served both to denote “slave” and as pejorative description of all non-Herero.  

According to missionary observers, the Herero employed the term for Damara servants. The genocide upended this social order, but the association of omutwa and servitude persisted. Two decades later, survivors still spoke of the post-war conditions in terms of slavery. In 1926, a woman in Windhoek asked Missionary Meier: “Are we supposed to continue to bear children who would later only become ‘ovatta’ (slaves) of the whites?” In contrast to other cases of African mission Christianity, the Herero did not associate evangelists and prophetism with slave descent. Between 1911 and 1915, Omahungi published a total of six articles about enslaved peoples in the Americas. This was an admittedly small share of the paper’s coverage. Nevertheless, Omahungi’s comparisons with New World enslavement potentially contributed to the intelligibility—but not necessarily the spread or appeal—of Garveyist ideas among prominent Herero Christians and leaders a few years later. Indeed, Chief Hosea Kutako, who embraced Garveyism in the early 1920s, worked in the mines of Tsumeb, where Omahungi was published, after the genocide.
Omahungi likened the Herero’s post-war condition to Atlantic slavery. But the paper also offered readers hope that this state would end. The key to this was the restitution of Herero lands expropriated after the genocide. In 1913, an author referred to God’s promise to Moses from 28 Genesis 15: “I am with you and will watch over you wherever you go, and I will bring you back to this land. I will not leave you until I have done what I have promised you.” For Herero familiar with Genesis, the article’s invocation of the restitution of land must have been particularly meaningful. Before the genocide, the relationship between people and land stood at the heart of Herero notions of sovereignty. By the end of the nineteenth century, Herero leaders had coined the notion of Hereroland, or ehi rOvaherero, to describe their claim to central Namibia’s pastures, which was based on wealth derived from the accumulation of cattle, participation in Cape trading networks, and the extensive raiding of neighbors and competitors. After the genocide, the prophetic memory of Genesis allowed the Herero to make sense of the loss of their land and a basis to hope for its return.

These hopes soon appeared to come to fruition. After the South African invasion in 1914, German control collapsed. Between 1914 and the designation of Namibia as a mandate of the League of Nations in 1921, Herero farm workers defied German employers and re-occupied land expropriated after the genocide. Support for the mission church declined precipitously. Open confrontations about the legacy of the war emerged. In 1922, Missionary Heinrich Pardey organized a meeting with Herero men in Grootfontein to discuss a decline in church attendance. Only 14 men attended. When asked about the reason for the large absence, one of the attendees replied:

[W]hen the first missionaries came to the country the Herero were happy, they enjoyed having the missionaries amongst themselves. But then came the war. When the war was over, the missionaries came into the veld to call for us and said there was peace, but it was not so, since many were killed afterwards. This is why it is said that “The teachers kill the people.”

Pardey in vain protested that the old missionaries had criticized the treatment of the Herero and Nama in concentration camps. Although correct, Pardey’s rejoinder failed to address the heart of the matter. By convincing the Herero to surrender, German missionaries—and the evangelists such as Gottfried Tjiharine they sent out for this purpose—had indirectly aided in the people’s destruction. Missionaries had no control over what happened to the Herero who turned themselves in. When the collection camp of Omburo was closed in June 1906, German troops transferred its inhabitants to the concentration camps. As late as
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1930, survivors sometimes threatened Tjiharine with violence when he visited reserves because of these grievances.61

Amid growing disillusionment with the mission and a tightening of South African control, the Herero continued to articulate prophetic memories of redemption through Christian rhetoric. As Jan-Bart Gewald notes: “Knowledge of the Christian faith was powerful knowledge, it set the paradigm which could be used to debate and argue all aspects of life.”62 Before the burial of Samuel Maharero in 1923, for example, attendees frequently discussed 1 Isaiah 5–7, in which the prophet admonishes Judah for his rebellion against Jehova:

Why should you be beaten anymore? Why do you persist in rebellion? You whole head is injured, your whole heart afflicted. From the sole of your foot to the top of your head there is no soundness—only wounds and welts and open sores, not cleansed or bandaged or soothed with olive oil. Your country is desolate, your cities burned with fire; your fields are being stripped by foreigners right before you, laid waste as when overthrown by strangers.63

Like Judah, some Herero presumably asked themselves whether they should openly resist the re-established colonial order given the desolation of their society and loss of land caused by the genocide. Inspired by the prophets of the Old Testament, articulating prophetic memories enabled the Herero to navigate the re-imposition of settler control.

In the interwar period, the idioms of Herero prophetic memory intersected with wider political movements, particularly the popularity of Marcus Garvey’s pan-Africanist UNIA. Between 1921 and 1923, West Indian port workers based in the southern port of Lüderitzbucht established several UNIA branches in Namibia.64 The organization’s combination of racial pride, self-help ideology, and pan-Africanist solidarity appealed particularly to the Herero. Widespread support among them rested on millenarian hopes that black Americans would liberate the territory’s African population.65 Similar to the Omahungi authors, UNIA supporters promised redemption through prophetic memories that intercalated freedom, land, and emancipation. In March 1922, unknown persons drew an abbreviated message in large, tar-paint letters on rocks outside Omaruru in Otjiherero and Afrikaans. It read: “This land [belongs] to Michael [the last chief of Omaruru under the Germans]. This land is not yours, it is that of the blacks of America and that of the Herero.”66

61 Proceedings of the conference of congregation elders and evangelists at the Augustineum 1930, ELCRN I.1.27, 83.
64 Emmett, Popular Resistance, 141.
65 Ibid., 143.
66 Statement by Rev. August Kuhlmann, Rhenish Mission Omaruru, April 20, 1922, National Archives of Namibia, Windhoek (NAN), SWAA 1850 A396/13, no pagination. My translation is adapted from Kuhlmann’s and the original message, which reportedly read: “Omaruru 5.3.22 Michael. dit land / Ehi ndi Karenu / Ph. Amerik on. Hereros.”
The authors of the note challenged the post-genocide order by recalling Herero land ownership through the figure of Omaruru’s last chief, Michael Tjiseseta, who had fought in the war of 1904–1908 and managed to escape into exile. At the same time, they expressed pan-African solidarities by expanding ownership of Hereroland across political boundaries to African American would-be liberators.

Support for UNIA also tapped into memories of the genocide. This is clear in one of the South African policies the association rallied against: cattle inoculation and branding. Many Herero feared that inoculation would either kill their stock—as it had sometimes done in German times—or that branding would rob them again of their just recently re-earned property. These fears could engender a strong sense of defiance. On September 2, 1922, the elderly man David Kazingua told the African constable David Ngxiki near Okahandja: “In former times the Germans beat us with the flat hand, and afterwards shot us, and we took their rifles and fought them. We are going to do the same again.” Direct threats by UNIA supporters such as this one were rare, despite officials’ and missionaries’ panicky claims about the threat of a new uprising. What is more important is that UNIA supporters such as Kazingua grounded the promise of an emancipatory future in the prophetic memory of Herero resistance to colonial dispossession.

However, popular hopes were soon disappointed when it became clear that UNIA operatives had embezzled membership dues. Nevertheless, Herero Christians still drew on UNIA rhetoric to criticize the mission’s complicity in the genocide and continued settler rule. In 1923, a congregant told Missionary Meier in Windhoek: “You teachers are responsible that we are done today; you not only deprived us of our possessions, but also of our rights. For us God’s word has brought misfortune.” Echoing UNIA rhetoric, the disgruntled Christian continued: “Who does the land belong to now, and where are the big herds that our fathers possessed? This happened everywhere where God’s word arrived, from South Africa up to Togo.” As in the case of the Bible, the Herero focused on aspects of UNIA ideology that spoke to the expropriation of their land after the genocide. At the same time, the congregant situated the plight of his people in a pan-African perspective that included other former German colonies such as Togo as well as South Africa’s own settler colonial regime.
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In the following decade, anger over the perceived complicity of missionaries and evangelists in the genocide gave way to widespread resignation. Nama and Herero congregants increasingly realized that missionaries’ commitment to their congregations was secondary to their investment in continued colonial rule. When Nama and Herero directly addressed the genocide during this period, missionaries deflected responsibility. During a class outing of the mission school Augustineum on August 16, 1925, the Nama student David Witbooi recounted the plight of inmates of the Shark Island concentration camp through a dream episode that formed part of his larger conversion narrative. Witbooi was a grandson of war-time leader Hendrik Witbooi and eight years old when the war began. Invoking the passage “He leadeth me beside the still waters” from Psalm 23, he recounted:

The path to these waters was very difficult for me. When I was still a small boy, a war broke out between us Nama and the Germans. My parents had to flee into the Kalahari. But then we were captured. Peace was made and my parents only lived for a very short time in Gibeon. From there we were brought to Windhoek. From Windhoek we came to Lüderitzbucht. 3,500 Nama were sent there at that time. My father told me the exact figure. But of those 3,500 Nama, 3,307 died in Lüderitzbucht.

Witbooi’s account constitutes one of the rare occasions when a survivor of the genocide not only referred to its violence but quantified the extent of the killing. Indeed, the number of Nama inmates and victims at the Shark Island concentration camp given by Witbooi corresponds closely to recent findings of historians regarding inmate numbers and the camp’s extremely high death rate.

Missionary Heinrich Vedder, who had himself seen the squalor of the Swakopmund concentration camp, at this point felt it “necessary, [sic] to make a remark.” But rather than acknowledge Witbooi’s harrowing experience, Vedder sought to steer the conversation towards Witbooi’s supposed redemption through Christ. Vedder told the assembled students: “It is true what David has said: Here at the Augustineum you sit beside still waters. Drink diligently from them. But also remember those who never were beside the still waters, or who have left them again. Scoop also for them and go out and give it to them. That is your
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75 Heinrich Vedder, “Stories told on August 16, 1925, by students of the Augustineum,” ELCRN XXI 2b, 240. Author’s emphasis.

76 Kreienbaum, *A Sad Fiasco*, 90, states that official “estimated numbers of interned Nama were far too low.” They indicate that between September 1906 and March 1907 alone, the camp contained 2,000 prisoners of whom 1,203 died. The actual number of inmates and total deaths during the camp’s existence lay closer to Witbooi’s figure.
life’s work as teachers and evangelists.” It is unclear what Witbooi and the other students thought of Vedder’s interpretation of the dream. What is clear is that the next years saw a build-up of grievances, which ranged from insufficient education and salaries to the denial of ordination and missionaries’ double standard regarding church discipline, which ignored white men’s predations of local women while chastising alleged African promiscuity. Discontent erupted after the Second World War, when both Nama and Herero factions broke away from the mission to establish their own churches.

Prophetic Memory

On May 13, 1946, Nama mission workers announced their decision to secede from the mission. The immediate cause of this action was South Africa’s attempt in the previous year to incorporate Namibia as a fifth province. In a broader sense, however, the secession took up concerns over freedom first articulated by Nama Chief Hendrik Witbooi, who led his people in the 1904–1908 war. One of the three leaders of the secession, former evangelist and later pastor Markus Witbooi, explained in retrospect that although “prophets” played no direct role in the schism, “there was indeed talk of great changes” and of the radical Nama prophet Sheperd Stuurman, who had inspired the resistance of Hendrik Witbooi to German rule. A congregation member told Missionary Friedrich Mayer that during the secession “there was a feeling [in Gibeon] as in the days of 1904, when the rebellion broke out.” Members of the new church hailed evangelist Petrus Jod, the second leader of the schism and a nephew of Hendrik Witbooi, as the resurrection of his maternal uncle. Apart from disillusionment, the secession was also spurred by fears that the RMS, which suffered from an acute financial emergency since the Second World War, would hand over its stations to the Afrikaner-dominated Nederduits gereformeerde Kerk (NGK). The secession shocked
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missionaries. Most refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of congregants’ complaints. Instead, they blamed the split on the workings of “communism” among the Nama.\textsuperscript{85}

Herero Christians at first rejected overt secession, but the schism of 1946 catalyzed similar discontents. Indeed, the Herero policeman Jonas Katjirungu reportedly first introduced Zacheus Thomas, the third leader of the Nama secession, to the theology of the AMEC.\textsuperscript{86} At a meeting of the Windhoek Location Advisory Board in November 1947, community leaders announced their intention to establish a Herero church because of the alleged misuse of congregation funds by missionaries.\textsuperscript{87} The same year, Chiefs Hosea Kutako and David Witbooi received the Reverend Michael Scott, whose open support for black rights in southern Africa contrasted with the tacit or expressed support of German clergy for white-minority rule.\textsuperscript{88} In 1948, however, the election victory of the National Party in South Africa dashed hopes for change and instead marked the beginning of the gradual introduction of apartheid into Namibia.\textsuperscript{89}

Even before this watershed, turmoil was brewing among ordinary Christians. Between 1946 and 1948, members of the Windhoek congregation made a series of prophecies, which the congregation member Amon Keka Kaakula recorded in sketchbooks.\textsuperscript{90} German mission scholar Theo Sundermeier, who edited a selection of them, called this eschatological corpus the “Windhoek Book of Prophets.”\textsuperscript{91} Namibian historian Dag Henrichsen argues instead that this “book” formed part of a bigger Herero spiritual and political archive.\textsuperscript{92} In what follows, I call this archive the “Windhoek prophecies.”

The Windhoek prophecies constitute some of the most important documents for Herero intellectual history. They concern the moral rejuvenation of the community and make this rejuvenation dependent on believers’ personal and collective cleansing. The prophecies thus resemble the messages of other prophetic movements and African initiated churches that emerged around this time.\textsuperscript{93} While their revelations were thus concerned with the future,
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seers expressed this concern by speaking as or invoking prophetic memories of biblical figures, Herero chiefs, and pioneering evangelists such as Elia Kandirikirira (1842–1897). In the nineteenth century, Kandirikirira was one of the elite ovakriste designated by their fathers to receive Western education and build relationships with Europeans. By the 1970s, the Herero reportedly still considered him one of the leading priests of their people. To succeeding generations, he signified a period of endogenous Christianization before the genocide. On February 12, 1947, an unnamed prophet speaking as Kandirikirira condemned the South African occupation for the division it had fostered between Namibia’s peoples:

Tell your congregation, say: Elders, youths, babies, adults. Listen well, righteous and non-righteous, good and bad, faithful and unfaithful, kings and paupers, educated and uneducated, whites and non-whites, Herero and Tswana, Nama, Dama, Mbundu, Germans and English. I say so: Heaven is one, there are multiple heavens. So why do you hate each other?

Through the figure of a pioneer evangelist, the prophet lamented the prevailing “hatred” between Namibia’s diverse peoples even before the introduction of apartheid in 1948.

By embodying figures such as Kandirikirira, the prophets contrasted the seemingly intact world of early evangelists with present discord, which could only be overcome by following their prescriptions, which would lead the Herero to freedom. As the authors of Omahungi and adherents of UNIA before them, the prophets defined this freedom as the restitution of Herero land expropriated in the genocide. On August 4, 1947, Amon Keeja Kaakuha spoke as the Holy Ghost. He challenged his listeners: “You want to be freed. There is no other redeemer than the admonitions; there is none.” To be redeemed, the faithful had to overcome internal conflict. This would yield true freedom, which the Spirit defined as the restitution of Herero lands: “The people would like to own the land, but it has no owner. The end is nearing for those whom I have given it. The time has come that the oldest of the land remind the land [the people], after which you shall receive freedom. But under these circumstances [of current discord] you will not receive it.”

Similar to Herero oral praises, Kaakuha’s obscure announcement does not lend itself easily to interpretation.

According to Kaakuha, the Holy Spirit had given Hereroland to settlers, whose ownership—and suzerainty—was ending. He urged his listeners to abide by the admonitions of the “oldest of the land,” an Otjiherero term that otherwise referenced San as the indigenous people of southern Africa. In this case, it probably also referred to prophets
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such as Elia Kandirikirira and chiefs such as Kahimemua Nguvauva, another personality that Kaakuha inhabited. Kahimemua was chief of the Mbanderu, or eastern Herero. In 1896, he led a rebellion against land encroachment by German colonizers and their Herero allies, which he lost; he was later executed. Before his execution, however, he augured that the Herero under their leader Samuel Maharero would be forced into exile by their colonizers. His words seemed to be borne out by the twin catastrophes of the 1897 Rinderpest epidemic and the genocide of 1904–1908. Kaakuha mobilized this prophetic tradition of resistance for his own purposes. Jennifer Wenzel has defined such mnemonic acts as “remembered prophecy,” meaning the “recollection of a prophecy, projection, or warning explicitly articulated in the past.” Similarly, Kaakuha announced as Kahimemua that if his audience followed his injunctions “your children’s children will attain freedom, not you yourself.”

The prophets conjured the end of white rule over Hereroland—blurring the map of formal colonial sovereignty. In one of the most poignant revelations, Kaakuha, speaking as the Holy Ghost, announced that this end would entail the reversion of colonizer and colonized: “I am the Holy Ghost and say: ‘What is eaten by slaves, you, too, shall eat.’ The whites will eat the veldkos [food gathered in the countryside], which the blacks are eating today. Amen.” According to Sundermeier’s two Herero interlocutors, the later pastors Hiskia Uanivi and Josua Musutua, “What is eaten by slaves” is a Herero idiom and in this case warns that Herero “collaborators” should no longer eat white people’s food. However, this meaning can only be inferred from the text with some difficulty. A more straightforward interpretation, which draws on the work of Jekura Kavari, would be that the proverb sets up the following announcement about the inversion of social relationships through a well-known cultural reference.

Similar to the religious texts of Omahungi and the rhetoric of UNIA supporters, the Windhoek prophecies fused vernacular Herero ideas about land and freedom with Christian elements into prophetic memories of redemption. Considering this tradition, the prophecies appear as an eerie vision of the Herero mission’s trajectory after 1948. In 1950, Herero Christians were distraught when long-standing missionary Heinrich Vedder accepted his nomination to the South African Senate, which underlined his support for apartheid. In August 1954, Herero Pastor Reinhard Ruzo began calling for the exodus of Christians from the mission. In a decisive meeting one year later, four Herero leaders lamented that there
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was still no African Bishop after a century of Christianization. Reinhart Maekopo, the headman of Otjituuo, asked: “During the Herero rebellion we were killed … how can we live with those who have done something like this?”[110] Maekopo stated a devastating fact, but the question he raised about the relationship between perpetrators and victims after the genocide was even more unsettling. To underline their demand for emancipation, attendees had written “Our Country” (“Ehi Retu”) on the wall.[111] The meeting highlights the extent to which Herero criticism of the mission was rooted in prophetic memories of the genocide and the desire to overcome its legacy, especially land alienation.

The meeting marked the final break-away of the Oruuano (Unity) Church from the mission.[112] After the meeting on August 22, Pastor Reinhard Ruzo met Chief Hosea Kutako, who appointed him head of the Oruuano. Ruzo held his first service the following Sunday at the commando house of the oturupa (the troops), a Herero mutual aid society founded after the genocide, in Windhoek’s Old Location neighborhood.[113] The exact share of congregants who left the mission is difficult to ascertain and varied regionally. After one year, attendance of mission churches dropped by about 30 percent. In the eastern reserves of Aminuis and Waterberg, it plunged by as much as 100 percent.[114] In 1958, the Oruuano had 7,177 members.[115] In total, about 70 percent of Herero Christians left the mission in the following two decades, about 30,000 people.[116]

As for Me and My Household, We Will Serve the Lord

But how did the Herero who remained in the church see the schism and the underlying prophetic memories? Omahungi, which had gone out of print in 1915 and was revived in 1949, provides indications here.[117] While //Gao-Sari-Aob was already re-published in 1930, Omahungi remained out of print during the interwar period because of a lack of funding.[118]
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While //Gao-Sari-Aob had 1,700 readers in 1961, the precise figure for Omahungi is unknown, but probably lay lower. That it was still influential can be gleaned from the fact that in this new form, leading African evangelists and the first indigenous pastors wrote for the paper. Pastor Andreas Kukuri served as one of two editors.\textsuperscript{119}

Kukuri’s family history was deeply intertwined with German colonization. His father, Zacharias, was hanged in 1905 by the Germans. Kukuri himself survived the war after being conscripted as servant by an officer.\textsuperscript{120} Despite this traumatic personal history, Kukuri did not advocate a break with the mission. As editor, he instead sought to affirm the bond between the Herero and the Lutheran faith by commemorating the mission’s storied history. For example, an article by Missionary Jakob Irle recalled the late conversion of Chief Abraham Kukuri, an ancestor of Andreas Kukuri, with whom he grew up in the 1870s in Otjosuzu.\textsuperscript{121}

However, the genocide still loomed over this commemorative work. In the period around the Oruaano secession, the editors included more reminders of this past. In August 1954, Andreas Kukuri reported on that year’s Maharero Day, which—despite its elements of ancestral veneration—was still accompanied by a Christian service.\textsuperscript{122} One year later, another article described the recent visit of two missionaries to the Herero reserves in neighboring Bechuanaland, “which [the local Herero] were given to live in, after their flight.”\textsuperscript{123}

The Maharero family became an important inspiration for prophetic memories in church leaders’ attempts to discredit opponents of the mission. In August 1955, an article entitled “The Prayer of Chief Samuel Maharero,” included the chief’s purported last words, which he is said to have dictated a day before his death:

Lord, I leave my fellows Julius Kauraisa, and Eduard Tjamuaha, and Eliphas Kukuri, although they stay behind unwillingly. Lord, advise them that they should come, that they should treat the community well, live happily, and that they bring their community together, that they unite with God, and that they fill their hearts with your spirit, live in love, happiness, and faith. Amen.\textsuperscript{124}
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The inclusion of this last request in the same month the annual commemoration of Maharero was held in Okahandja was probably no coincidence. By reproducing Maharero’s appeal to his “fellows” to “bring their community together,” Andreas Kukuri positioned himself and the paper against a break with the mission.

![Omahungi, August 1956 (ELCRN).](image)

One year later but with the shock of secession still fresh, the August issue opened with a now well-known photograph of the chief. It was taken in 1914 during exile in the Transvaal.

**Figure 1:** Omahungi, August 1956 (ELCRN).

Gewald, Missionary Vedder probably passed on the message to South African officials after Friedrich Maharero read the last words to attendees at his father’s funeral. See Gewald, *Herero Heroes*, 276–77.
Transvaal in South Africa and was captioned with an excerpt from 24 Joshua 15: “As for me and my household, we will serve the Lord.”

The Omahungi editors claimed Samuel Maharero as a Christian who, despite having declared war against European colonizers, had not renounced his Christian faith. Printing Maharero’s likeness was part of a broader pictorial initiative. In 1935, Heinrich Vedder had stressed that missionaries should invest more in making Christian literature appealing to readers. One way of achieving this was by including “Herero faces” in pamphlets and photographs of historical figures such as Maharero. By including photographs of historical figures, missionaries hoped to convince those who no longer attended church that the mission had not turned their backs on them.

In the more immediate context of 1955, Herero and German church leaders harnessed the prestige of Samuel Maharero as war-time leader and survivor of the genocide but emphasized his role as a Christian to bolster their position against critics of the church. This interpretation is reinforced when we consider the remainder of the passage from 24 Joshua 15, which reads: “But if serving the Lord seems undesirable to you, then choose for yourselves this day whom you will serve, whether the gods your ancestors served beyond the Euphrates, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose land you are living.” By invoking the polytheistic religion of the ancient Amorites of Mesopotamia, Joshua impressed on the Israelites that they had a choice between purportedly false gods and worshipping the one, true God. Similarly, the authors of Omahungi seemed to suggest that the adherents of the Oruaano were free to worship whom they pleased, but that the leader they claimed to venerate had chosen the Christian God and remained in the mission church his whole life. They thus emphasized the long-standing relationship between the Herero and the Lutheran faith.

Herero and German mission leaders denied that the Oruaano secession resulted from genuine religious and historical grievances. Instead, they asserted that it constituted a corruption of Christianity for political ends. At the first major mission conference following the break-away in October 1956, missionary Otto Milk claimed that the secession could be traced back to the influence of “political agitators from America,” meaning both the past influence of the UNIA and the AMEC. All missionaries agreed that “the Oruaano cannot be treated by us as a real religious movement for self-determination.” Most Herero pastors and evangelists shared this view. At the meeting on August 22, 1955, Pastors Andreas Kukuri and Josua Tjiurutue rejected the calls of community leaders to abandon the mission.
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declared the *Oruaano* illegitimate and refused to deal with it. Ismael Mutange from Omaruru reflected the prevailing consensus when he said: “I am thankful for our church. The Lord is gracious to us non-whites. We have peace with our white teachers…. We are not yet competent enough to educate our leaders [ourselves]. I am grateful that the white missionaries are gracious with us.”

Indeed, the Herero of Omaruru declared their loyalty to the mission. Recalling that his predecessors and ancestors had received the word of God from German missionaries, Headman Gottlieb Kapia declared: “I am a child of Zeraua, Manasse Tjiseseta and Kapia [his father]. My people will not separate themselves from the whites in church service.”

However, some Herero clergy acknowledged that memories of the war of 1904–1908 and a desire for self-determination played a role in the formation of the *Oruaano*. In 1961, Pastor Gabriel Tjombe held a presentation on the “false prophets” that had allegedly led Herero Christians astray. In the following debate, Pastor Aron Hipondoka observed that “Petrus Tjombo, a Herero from the Kaokoveld does his work in Epukiro Reserve. He says that Jes. [Is.] 5,8 was said particularly about the Germans. The German missionaries told [other colonizers] that the land is rich and then others came too.” Although prophets such as Tjombo did not play an official role in the *Oruaano*, they exerted a strong influence among believers in the wake of the secession. The passage from Isaiah recited by Tjombo reveals why. It could easily serve as a metaphor for the division of Herero land after the genocide, and the cementation of this status quo under South African rule:

Woe to you who add house to house
And join field to field
Till no space is left
And you live alone in the land.

Prophets such as Tjombo coined prophetic memories by drawing on the language of the Old Testament to remind the Herero that colonizers had deprived them not only of their economic livelihood, but also robbed them of a central aspect of their identity.

Although prophets associated with the *Oruaano* spoke a Christian language, African pastors of the mission denied that theirs was a genuine theological movement. In his analysis of the *Oruaano*, Pastor Ehrenfried Kandovazu noted that the church’s founding “was not due to theological teaching, but … from questioning the church and also the desire for a
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steadfast nation.” In his view, the mass conversions after the war of 1904–1908 never amounted to genuine Christianization of his people:

After having been beaten, most of the Ovaherero converted to Christianity, but deep down they were not Christians. Converting to Christianity was forced onto the Ovaherero as they were imprisoned in concentration camps, and later taken as slaves to urban areas where they had nothing of their own, and no place to practice their traditional belief. The missionaries worked amongst these slaves, and it seemed that most of them had converted to Christianity.

Kandovazu’s use of one of the terms for “slaves” or “captives” (ovahuurua) and the reference to Herero’s suffering “in camps in slavery” (motumbo mouhuura) in the Otjiherero version of his book echoed earlier analogies between Herero and African enslaved peoples in the Caribbean, supporters of UNIA, and the language of the Windhoek prophecies. Johanna Kahatjipara’s translation of motumbo mouhuura as “in concentration camps” in the book’s recent English version correctly incorporates the technical German term but neglects this vernacular genealogy.

An analysis of the deeper theological and social aspects of the Herero secession is beyond the scope of this article. However, it has shown that both supporters and opponents of the Oruuano mobilized prophetic memories about the colonial past and the (potentially decolonized) future while re-defining vernacular discourses about freedom and land through Christian and pan-Africanist ideology. Their disagreements were not only disputes about theology but negotiations about what self-determination should look like: complete emancipation from colonial paternalism and the realization of national sentiments (in the Nama AMEC and Oruuano), or gradual autonomy within a multi-racial church (in the mission and its successors). While the Nama AMEC and Oruuano became important organizing bases for Namibians’ political resistance, the 1946 and 1955 schisms also aided the demands by clergy such as Andreas Kukuri for greater equality within the church.

Conclusion

This article has examined how genocide not only causes immediate suffering but also affects the ways in which survivors and descendants reckon with its violence. It has explored this problem in the case of the Herero and Nama genocide of 1904–1908. I have argued that Namibians commemorated the genocide and envisioned liberation by blending vernacular discourses about status and land, Christian eschatology as well as globally circulating pan-Africanist ideas. The resulting prophetic memories—whether uttered by evangelists, printed in the newspaper Omahungi, propagated by UNIA supporters, announced by prophets in Windhoek’s churches, or mobilized by Herero pastors who sought to prevent a break-up of their congregations—became central to the ways in which different sections of Herero society remembered the genocide.
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On the one hand, some survivors reckoned that Christianity and its messengers were complicit in the slaughter. Many could not forget that evangelists such as Samuel Kariko had—inadvertently—aided catastrophe by gathering refugees in the mission assembly camps during the war. When German control collapsed, scores of converts therefore turned away from the mission. In the following decades, Herero evangelists and pastors who had themselves survived the genocide faced resentment and physical threats when trying to spread their gospel. Even the faithful who continued to attend church at times accused the “teachers” of having “killed” their people.

On the other hand, the Herero remembered—and attempted to transcend—the nadir of genocide through the evolving idioms of prophetic memory. Survivors found that the sermons of Gottfried Tjiharine, Samuel Kariko and Omahungi spoke to their plight because they incorporated vernacular notions about slavery and land as well as analogies about the fate of enslaved peoples in the Americas. Even those who no longer attended church continued to invoke Christian scripture to criticize what they saw as the mission’s complicity in white supremacy. The promise of redemption offered by the UNIA and AMEC therefore fell on fertile ground, offering survivors a related vocabulary to articulate their desire for self-determination. The evolving tradition of prophetic memory among the Herero and Nama reflects what Sakiru Adebayo has called the protracted and contested “wake work” through which African societies contend with the colonial past. In the words of the Windhoek prophets, this engagement could inform anticolonial visions of a future free from white rule. Their words contributed to the secession of the Nama AMEC and Oruaano, which in turn inspired a wider rejection of the church’s support for apartheid. More research is needed to ascertain how African initiated churches and the mission church subsequently interacted and the ways in which different denominations engaged with indigenous religious practices.

At the same time, prophetic memories did not necessarily translate into radical anticolonialism. Most Herero pastors opted to remain in the fold of the mission because they disagreed with the seeming conflation of Christianity and ancestral religion in the Oruaano. Compared to other prophetic movements, the case of Namibia underlines that prophecy carries no intrinsic revolutionary potential, despite its association with moments of crisis. Rather, changing idioms of revelatory recollection offer a window unto the ways in which communities grapple with transformative change—and unto their divergent and competing responses to that change. Histories of genocide and mass atrocity must attend to the sometimes-hidden vernacular worlds of meaning through which survivors and their descendants attempt to reckon with past violence. Why pastors such as Andreas Kukuri chose to stay with the mission despite their own suffering in the genocide and missionaries’ subsequent stalling of racial equality remains difficult to answer. As enslaved peoples in the Americas before him or South African advocates of Black Consciousness of the 1970s, Kukuri might have found profound consolation in Christian revelation.
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pastors’ commitment to their congregations as well as their theological reservations against the Oruuano—even if these seem exaggerated in retrospect—stand as a testament to the self-determination of their faith. In the half century after the first genocide of the twentieth century, its survivors and their descendants recalled, debated, and contested its lasting impact.